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ABSTRACT ~v\
1. INTRODUCTION fWith technology scaling, the req irements of higher density
and lower power embedded SRA are increasing exponen-
tially. It is expected that more 90% of die area in fu-

. \- ture System-on-Chip (SoCl.;6 be occupied by SRAM. This1J'\ 18Qnven by Lhe high demand for low-power mobile systeD181

r which ~atellwide range of functionality such as digita[camer~ 3D graphics, MP3 playeiSJetc. In the mean time,
6- random'variations are increasing sIgnificantly with technol-

ogy scaling. Random dopant fluctuation (RDF) is the dom-
inant source of random variation in the bitcell's transistors.

The variations in Yth)due to RDF,are inversely proportion-
al" to the square root of device area [1]. Therefore, SRAM
bitcells experience the largest random variations on a chil)
as SRAM transistors are typically the smallest devices for.
given design rules.

---
Embedded SRAM usually dominate the SoC silicon area,
and their power consumption (both dynamic and static) is
a considerable portion of the total power cousumption of an
SoC. Moreover, SRAM yield can dominate the overall chip
yieldtiKence, statistical design margining techniques are used
to guarantee high memory yield. However, to achieve high
yield, memory power consumption (and speed) are nega-
tively impacted. The stringent requirements of high yield
and low power consumption requires combining circuit and
architectural techniques to reduce SRAMs power consump-
tion.

- SRAM array switching power consumption is considered one
of the largest components of power in high density memof"...
Jies [2, 3]. This is mainly because of the large memory arrays

and the requirements for high area efficienCY)which forces
SRAM designers to use the maximum numbers of rows and
columns enabled by the technology. Fig. 1 shows dynamic
power consumption for read operation versus wordline pulse
width Twl for a 512kb memory in 65nm technology. Power
consumption results are extrapolated to Twi = 0 to estitnate -
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Figure 1: Memory read power and bit line differen-
tial versus Twi for a 512kb memory in 65nm technol-
ogy.

the component of switching power due to the peripheral cir-
cuits. For normal operating conditions, array power con-
sumption is more than 60% of read power. Therefore, it is
important to reduce the array switching due to its strong
impact on the memory's total power as well as the SoC's
power.

~\ft.
Several techniques - been proposed to reduce SRAM ar-
ray switching power consumption. For example, in [4]array
power consumption is reduced by reducing the Twi pulse
in write operation using a replica device. However, these
techniques are not efficient when memory bitcells experi-
ence large random variation, since circuit techniques can-
not adapt to random variation. Circuits and architecture
must be designed together to reduce power and manage vari- L--
ability. Higher leve~of design abstraction can have better LIt.A'l ",.s

variation-tolerance capabilities lliIIQ..th~ impact of r~!iom.../ V"variation can be measured at that leve. Therefore, eom- -
bining architecture techniques with circuit leve!fcan reduce
the pessimism in using worst-case approach~ and can help
adapt the circuit to random variationfI'!Whichcan reduce

power consumption [5,6, 7). ~4sh)
In this wor~ we propose a new architecture that reduces
SRAM switching power consumption by using fine-grained
wordline pulse width control. The proposed solution com-
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bines memory built-in self test (BIST) with additional logic
to reduce the switching power consumption for the memory.
The proposed architecture helps recover the switching power
consumed due the worst-case assumption used in SRAM de-
sign to achieve high yield. The proposed architecture uti''''
fizes infrastructure which is already available in SoC with
very low area overhead.

2. YIELD AND POWER TRADEOFF
Due to random variation in SRAM bitcell, there is tight cou-
pling between memory yield and power consumption. To
achieve high yield, read accessfailures should be minimized.
Read access yieldl is defined as the probability of correct
read operation. To reduce read access failures, the word-
line pulse Twl should be large enough to guarantee adequate

bitline differential,which can be sensed correctly using the
sense amplifier.

The total power consumption for a memory in a read or
write cycle can be expressed as:

(1)

where Ptea.k is the total leakage power from the array and

the peripheral circuitry, PSarrall and PSperi are the switchini
power from the array and the peripheral circuitry, respeq-
,ively.

In a read access, the array switching power can be calculated
as:

(2)

where Nbl are Nwl are the number bitlines and wordlines in
a memory bank, respectively. Cbit is the bitline capacitance
per bitcell, AVb,is the bitline differential in read access(used
to sensethe bitcell's stored value), Vdd is the supply voltage,
and f is the operating frequency.

In read operation, the selected wordline is activated for a
period of time to allow the bitlines to discharge. The word-
line activation time (Twl) is a critical parameter for memory
designsince it affects the memoryspeed (accesstime) as
well asmemorypower. AVb,can be calculatedas:

"'Vi Ie Twl
~bl~-

Nwl Cbit

for AVbl < Vdd

where Ie is the bitcell read current. A Vb, can be approxiht-
8ated by assuming linear dependence on Twl, as shown in
Fig. 1.

(3)

Therefore, from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), the array switching
powercan be computedas:

= NblIeTwlVdd

< Vdd

(4)

From Eq. (4), it is clear that PSarra.lIis directly proportional
to Twl, which is confirmed by the read power results shown
in Fig. 1.

1In this paper we use the term yield to refer to read access
yield.
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Figure 2: Ie PDF showing the points corresponding
to 3,4 and 5 uIe (different yield requirements).
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Figure 3: Twl PDF. Also shown are the points corre-

spondi~ to 3,4,5 uIe. Notice how the PDF is skewed
toward! higher Twl'

A correct read operation requires AVblto be large enough to
guarantee correct sensing using the senseamplifier. Hence,
large A Vbl implies having sufficiently large TwI that enable
weak bitcells (with low Ie) to be correctly sensedc for a given
yield requirement. Increasing Twi increases read accessyield,
however, in the same time increasing Twl increases power
consumption, as shown in Eq. (4). In addition, Twl has a
direct impact on a memory's access time. Therefore, Twl is
usually set to ensure correct read operation for a given read
access yield requirement and memory density.

Bitcell read current is strongly affected by the random Vth
variations in the bitcell accessdevice (pass gate) as well as
the pull down device. Due to these variations, Ie has been
shown to follow a normal distribution N "" (I-'Ie, U2Ie) with

a mean of I-'Ie and standard deviation of UIe [8,9, 10].

Therefore, to guarantee correct read operation, the following
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Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the distributions of both bitcell Ie and
Twl. Note that Twl PDF is not symmetric, but instead, it

is skewed to larger Twl values. Als<1the 3,4 and 5UIe values
are shown for Ie, and the corresponding Twl values for these
O'Ie' It is clear that Twl is very sensitive to Ie variations.
For 5ule, Twl increases 4X compared to its nominal value

(calculated using the I'll

Because of PTwl skewed distribution, large values ofTwl are
required to ensure an acceptable read access yield. More-
over, to achieve the same yield as the memory size increases,
higher NO' coverage is required as shown in Eq. 7, which
significantly increases Twl (due to the nonlinear relation be-
tween Ie and TwZ). Therefore, due to statistical variations
in the bitcell, Twi should be pessimistically large to achieve
the required yield target. This will negatively impact the

dynamic power for memoriel)which do not have weak bitcell
(or have small spread of Ie around its mean value). There- Fig. 5 shows the operation ofthe proposed system: Initially,
fore, a post-silicon approach that can recover the pessimism the pulse width control logic provides the initial code for the
in determining Twi is required. memory. This initial digital code will correspond to the re-

i
ired worst case Twl,we for a give yield requirement, which

3. FINE-GRAINEDWORDLINEPULSEWID d~termined ~the d~i~~time. The BIST tests the me~-
instance usmg the mltlal code~:n the memory fal~ -CONTROL it may require repairing or it may be discarded, whicli

As discussed in the previous section, read switching power a typical BIST testing sequence. However, if the memory
increases significantly due to process variations, because at passes the BIST testing using the initial code, the BIST sig-
the design time we do not have information about which nals the pulse width control logic to reduce the digital code,
memories will have weak bitcells with low Ie. Therefore, hence reducing TWL using the programmable delay element.
a worst case approach is applied to determine Twl,we for a Using the new digital code for TWI,the BIST tests the mem-
given memory density and yield requirement;, as shown in ory once again, and this process of BIST and Twi reduction is
Eq. 5. repeated until the memory fails in read operation. The last
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condition should be satisfied [8, 9, 10]:

A T. = ~VminNwl Cbit (5)'" wl,we
(1 - ~ I N.)

~ I'Ie ,. Ie 0'

where ~Vmin' the minimum required bitlines differential
voltagE}whichis function of the sense amplifier input offset(
typicaIfy ~Vmin = O.IVdd). I'Ie is the mean bitcell read
current, and ~IIe is the relative variation in Ie. NO'is the
required design coverag~which is related to the target yield
and the memory density [10, 8], and can be computed as:

where q>-l is the inverse standard normal cumulative distri-
bution function, Ymem is the memory read access yield tar-
get, and Nbits are the total number of bitcells in the memory.
For example, for a 1Mb memory, if the target read access
yield is 95%, then the required design coverage is NO'= 5.33.
Therefore, to achieve the same yield for large memory den-

sity, Nq should be increased. From Eq. 5Jhis means that
larger Twl,weis required.

It is important to note that the relation between Twl,we and
Ie is nonlinear as shown in Eq. 3 and Eq. 5. In fact, for a nor-
mal distribution in Ie, the PDF of Twl,we can be calculated
as [11]:

where l>Twl is the PDF for Twl and <PIe0 is the PDF for Ie)which is a normal distribution.
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(6)
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Figure 4: Proposed architecture:
wordline pulse width control.

Fine-grained

(7)

Memory BIST is nowadays an integral part of an SoC [12,
13]. Typically, a memory BIST engine is used to gener-
ate patterns to test a memo~ and detect memory failures.
Based on the memory failure information, the unit under
test is either discarded or repaired using memory redun-
dancy. To reduce SOC repair cost, memory repair using
built-in self-repair (BISR) is also used to enable soft re-
pair instead of laser repair (hard repair) and without using
ATE [12, 13].

-

A post-silicon approach is required to recover the loss in
switching power due to the worst-case design practices used
in SRAM design. Fig. 4 shows a conceptual view of the pro-
posed architecture. The system is composed of three main
components;BIST,'WL delay"and "pulsewidthcontrol"--
block. The memory BIST is used to test the memory func-
tionality using different testing patterns. Each memory in-
stance contains a "WL delay" block,which is a digitally pro- --
grammable delay element that controls the wordline pulse
width TWI' This adjustment for Twl is achieved by adding
the progrwnmable delay element in the disable path of the
wordline. The delay element is controlled using digital code
provided by the "pulse width control" logic [14]. The pulse
width control logic increases or decreases the digital code
based on the BIST result. Therefore, the proposed systemt --
allows ~ a closed feedback loop between the BIST, WL -
pulsewidth controland the memoryinternal timing..,r;vhichC.J.4I'Sj
can be used to reduce the power consumption as explained
below.
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Figure 5: Flowchart for the operation of the fine-
grained wordline pulse width control system.

~
passing code is then stored on the build-in registe6 inside
the memory instances. If the lowest code is reactl;"'ithout
the memory failing, the code is also stored and the operation
is terminated. The above mentioned steps are repeated for
all the memories in the chip. Hence, the proposed architec-
ture reduces Twl for all memories in which the bitcells have
sufficient ~ Vbl to ensure correct read operation. Therefore,
by reducing Twi, read power of the memories can be reduced.
This operation can be part of the system testing or power
up, where the final codes for each memory can be stored on
build-in registers or burned on efuse.

4. RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
To test the power savings nsing the proposed architecture,
Monte Carlo simulations are used to capture the impact of
device variation on bitcell Ie, and the corresponding Twl.
Simulations are performed using 1Mb macro from an indus-
trial 45nm technology. Hardware correlated bitcells statisti-
cal models are used to compute P.lcand Ulc which are used
in the simulation flow shown below. Post-layout switching
power simulations were used to measure the power versus
Twl dependenc,as shown in Fig. 1.

-- In SoC design, typically a high density macrok the order
of 512k or 1M~ is used as a building block for larger size
memories. Therefore, in our simulations, we assume that the
minimum memory macro size is 1Mb, and multiple instances
of that macro are used to realize larger memories.

To estimate "tM power~USing the proposed system, a

Monte Carlo simulation flo1 has been developed to calculate~
CS~vJt1j')

'..-I~~)
V'Lt;(}I

the power~ing the proposedsystem as follows:
---

1. For every memory instance in the chip, generate Nbit
samples of Ie normal distribution with P.lcmean and
standard deviation of Ulc to represent the read current
variation in the macro.

2. Find the minimum current in each memory instance.
and compute the Twl,inst from the information of the
weakest bitcell which has lowest Ie (Eq. 3). There-
fore, Twl,inst represents the minimum wordline pulse
width that guarantees correct read operation for that
instance. This value of Twl,inst should be automat-
ically determined by the proposed system, since the
wordline control block shown in Fig. 4 will reduce Twl,inst
until that memory instance fails a read operation.

-

3. Using Eq. (4), calculate the power consumption of that
memory instance.

4. Repeat all the above steps for all memory instances
on that chip, and estimate the total read power for
memories on that chip2.

5. Repeat all the above steps for a large number of chips,

and~tM~~a~pow~. ~~~
6. From the chip level yield requirement,and the total

memory density, calculate the design coverage using
Eq. (7) and find the worst case TWI,wc. This. will ----
be the value of Tw~which would have been used for -
all memory instances if the proposed architecture W~
not enabled. For Twl,we,the corresponding power con-
sumption Pwc can be calculated using Eq. (4);

-

7. From the last two steps, calculate the power reduction
using the proposed architecture.

Fig. 6 shows the power reduction achieved using the pro-
posed architecture for different memory densitieBf and dif-
ferent yield targets. Note that these yield values represent
the intrinsic yield before applying any repair or correction
(i.e., redundancy or ECC). As the memory density increases,
the power saving increases, which shows the effectiveness of'
the proposed system!I"eBpeciaily if high yield target is re- ,--
quired (as in high volumEJIowcost products). Array switch-
ing power consumption can be reduced between 15% and
35% for a 48Mb memory density depending on the yield
tar~t. Fig. 7 shows the achievable power saving versus
memory yield target. For a 1Mb memory density, the ar-
ray switching power savings can be as high as 150/0(for a
yield of 95%. From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 it is clear that the
proposed architecture reduces array switching power signif-
icantly. As the SRAM content increases in an SoC, it is
expected that higher power saving can be achieved using
theproposedarchitecture. --
2Here we assume that all memories are accessed simulta-
neously. ~nce, add~the individual read power of each
memory. For ur analysis, this is a fair assumption since
we do not any assumptions related to how the system
accesses these emories. Nevertheless, the same simulation
flow can be us if the switching activity for each memory
is known.

---

-

-
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Figure 6: Power reduction using the proposed archi-
tecture versus chip level memory density. Different
values of yield target are shown.

- SRAM bitcells show strong sensitivity to device variations}
which increase significantly with scaling. To investigate the
impact of variations on the power, we increase Ie variations
from 10% to 12.5% [15). Fig. 8 shows power reduction for
these two cases of Ie variation. It is obvious that significant
power savings can be achieved. For the 48Mb case, power
saving increases by more than 2X, from 25% to 55% (even
though Ie variations only increased from 10% to 12.5%).
This shows the effectiveness of the proposed architecture,
which makes it attractive for power reduction in the presence

~ of large process variations( which are expected to worsen
with technology scaling.

For the previous simulation results, we assumed that a 1Mb
memory is the minimum memory instance size that can have
a specific Twl. However, in memory design, multiple subar-
rays (i.e., banks) are used to implement a single memory- instancelas shown in Fig. 4. Typically, a timer circuit is
used per subarray, hence, fine-grained concept can be fur-
ther applied to the sub-array level. This requires adding the
digitally controlled delay element per subarray, and have the
capability of storing the digital code per subarray. Neverthe-
less, the area overhead can still be very small ( <2%) since
the additional area is amortized over the large size of the
memory macro size. To evaluate the benefits of Twi control
at the subarray level, we assume that we have 16 subarrays

-- in the 1Mb macro. ech subarray is composed of 256 bitlines
by 256 rows. Therefore, using the proposed architecture, Twi
can be adjusted for a 64kb block. Fig. 9 shows the achieved
power saving for the 64kb block size as well as the 1Mb full
macro. By adjusting Twl at the subarray level, power sav-
ing increases from 24% to 42% for the same 48Mb chip level
memory density (1.75X improvement). Also the 1Mb chip

- level memory density. power saving increases from 7.5% to
20% (2.67X improvement). This shows the importance of- reducing the size of the memory block.which can be individ-
ually controlled using Twl, as this wi'll significantly reduce
the array switching power consumption.

- The proposed architecture reduces power consumption, re-
ducing the wordline pulse width for memories which have
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Figure 1: Power reduction using the proposed ar-
chitecture versus yield target for two cases of chip
level density a)lMb and b) 48Mb.
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Figure 8: Power reduction using the proposed archi-
tecture versus chip level memory density for differ-
ent values of Ie variation for a yield target of 95%.

~\\
enough margin for read oper4ion. It is important to in-
vestigate how reducing Twi ;/;J- affect the system timing for -
both setup time and hold time requirements. Reducing Twl
also reduces the access time ofthe memory Tcq, which im-
plies that the logic delay through the memory is now faster.
Therefore, the setup time requirement will be automatically
met. Reducing T~owever, may cause hold violations. This ~
situation can be easily resolved in design-time by using the
lowest expected Tcq for hold time verification (i.e, using the
minimum Twi that the programmable delay element pro-
vides).

In the above analysis, the discrete quantization effect on
power savings is not considered. In reality, since weare usingo..
digitally controlled delay element, TWIcan only take discrete
values. However, this may not have~ignificant imDact on
the shown results, since thermometer based delay elements
can cover large rangE$'ofdelay with fine control [14). In
addition, by using the simulation flowdescribed above, using
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Figure 9: Power reduction using the proposed ar-
chitecture versus chip level memory density for dif-
ferent values of the minimum controlled memory in-
stance (or sub banks) for a yield target of 95%.

Monte Carlo simulation we can determine the range of Twi
with highest probability of occurring, and modify the delay
elements in design-time to have enough steps in that region.

..1: this work, we present~ the analysis and results
.. only io7 read power reduction. Nevertheless, the proposed

system can also be used to reduce switching power in write
operation as well. In write operation, although selected bit-
lines are fully pulled down to ground, the half-selected bit-
cells (bitcells on the same wordIine) stilI experience bitline
discharge similar to read operation. Hence, array switch-
ing power due to half-selected bitcells can contribute signif-- icantly to the total write powe1'9"e8peciallyin high density

.. memories with small 10 width, and large muxing option.
Therefore, the proposed architecture can be applied for write
power as well, and in that case, wordIine pulse can be re-
duced until a write failure occurs [8, 9].

s. CONCLUSIONS
Array switching power is one of the largest components of
power consumption in high density SRAM. Moreover, with
the large increase in process variation, SRAMs are expected
to consume even larger array switching power to ensure cor-- rect read operation, and meet yield targets. In this work,
we propose a new architecture that significantly reduces ar-
ray switching power. The proposed architecture combines- BIST and digitally controlled delay elemen!tto reduce the
wordline pulse width for memories while ensuring correct- read operatio~ hence, reducing switching power. Combin-
ing both architecture and circuit techniques enables the sys-
tem to detect weak bitcell using the BIST, and adjust Twl
accordingly. Hence, the proposed architecture recovers the

.' power consumption since it tests each memory individually.
and adjusts Twi to ensure correct read operation. A new
simulation flowwas developed to evaluate the power savings
in using the proposed architecture. Monte Carlo simulations
using a 1Mb SRAM macro from an industrial 45nm technol-
ogy was used to examine the power reduction archived by
the system. The proposed architecture can reduce the array

switching power significantly, and show large power
especially as the chip level memory density increases.
48Mb memory density, a 27% reduction in array swi
power can be achieved for a read access yield target 0
In addition, the proposed system can provide larger
saving as process variations increase, which makes it
attractive solution for 45nm and below technologies.
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